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Overview

• Help participants to understand the importance of creating a business plan

• Define and describe the components of a business plan

• Provide access to resources that can help to develop a business plan
Objectives

1. Understand what a business plan is
2. Understand why preparing a business plan is important
3. Understand the purpose of a business plan
4. Know the components of a business plan
5. Be able to prepare a draft business plan
What is a Business Plan?

• A business plan is a written outline that describes and evaluates all aspects of the economic viability of your business

• In other words, it is the roadmap that helps you improve the management of your business
What is a Business Plan?

According to the U.S Small Business Administration (SBA) 2009, a clear business plan must include a statement about:

- Who you are
- Why you are in business
- What you do
- How you do it
- Where you operate
- How do you generate profits
- Who your customers are
- Why your business is important
Purpose of a Business Plan

According to McCorkel and Bevers a business plan has two purposes:

1. Help the business management team make decisions to meet specified objectives and goals
   - It will define and focus your objectives using appropriate information and analysis
   - It uncovers omissions and/or weaknesses in your planning process

2. Help sell the feasibility of the business to bankers and investors
   - It demonstrates the business has a plan and is well-managed
   - It is a selling tool
Why Prepare a Business Plan?

• A business plan is useful in many ways:
  – It will define and focus your objective using appropriate information and analysis
  – It uncovers omissions and/or weaknesses in your planning process
  – It demonstrates the business has a plan and is well managed
  – It is a selling tool when dealing with important relationships including your banks, lenders, and investors

Tip: Write down the names, addresses, and phone numbers of key people that might review your business plan. For instance, family members, banker, lawyer, potential customers, investors, etc.
# What to Avoid in a Business Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avoid</th>
<th>Try This</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Not placing some reasonable limits on long-term future projection. (Long-term means over one-year.)</td>
<td>1. Stick with short-term objectives and modify the plan as your business progresses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Few business plans correctly anticipate how much money and time will be required.</td>
<td>2. Be extremely conservative in predicting capital requirements, timelines, sales and profit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Over optimism. Over confidence.</td>
<td>3. Write down your strategies in the event of business adversities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Use of sophisticated and complicated language.</td>
<td>4. Make it easy to read and understand. Use simple language in explaining the issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Before You Start Writing

• According to the S.B.A.(2009), you should answer the following questions before writing a business plan:
  – What services or products does your business provide?
  – What needs does it fill?
  – Who are the potential customers of your service or product?
  – Why they should buy from you?
  – How will you reach your potential customers?
  – Where will you get the financial resources to start or run your business?
Components of a Business Plan

• A business plan can be tailored to fit your needs, but some suggested sections for the business plan include:
  1. Table of Contents
  2. Executive Summary
  3. Business Description
  4. Operation
  5. Definition of the Market
  6. Organization and Management
  7. Financial Management

• Your plan does not need to have each one of this sections, but should include each section necessary to give a full picture of the goals and objectives of the business
1. **Table of Contents**

- Lays out each section in your business plan
  - Any section in the business plan should go into the Table of Contents with a corresponding page number
  - Brings organization to your business plan
- Will aid reader in locating the key sections of interest
Components of a Business Plan

1. Table of Contents
2. Executive Summary
3. Business Description
4. Operations
5. Definition of the Market
6. Organization and Management
7. Financial Management
2. Executive Summary

– The Executive Summary is a summary of all the information that you will present in detail in the rest of the document

• Even though it is the first page you will write this last!
  – Once you finish with the rest of the document then you can copy and paste from the rest of the document
Summary of Sections

- Will include summaries of your:
  1. Business Description
  2. Operation
  3. Definition of the Market
  4. Organization and Management
  5. Financial Management

- Remember this may be the only part of your business plan that a bank or investor reads. You will want to summarized each section in a way that captures the reader’s attention.
Mission Statement

• Will also contain your business’s mission statement and vision statement
  – Both help to define your business’s fundamental purpose, what the business does, and why the business does it.

• Mission Statement:
  – The Mission Statement should be as direct and focused as possible, and it should leave the reader with a clear picture of what your business is all about
Mission Statement

• Examples:
  – Walmart: “To help people save money so they can live better.”
  – Tyson Foods: “Our mission is to produce and market trusted quality food products that fit today’s changing lifestyles and to attract, reward and retain the best people in the food industry.”
Vision Statement

• Vision Statement is the long-term view of the business, where do you want to be 5 years into the future?
  – Even though nobody has a crystal ball to predict the future, it is important to have a clear idea of where you want to get
  – Needs to:
    • Be specific and realizable
    • Involve change
    • Be future looking
    • Identify a market space
Vision Statement

• Examples:
  – Ford Motor: “To become the world’s leading consumer company for automotive products and services.”
  
  – Tyson: “Our vision is to be the world's first choice for protein solutions while maximizing shareholder value, living our Core Values and fostering a fun place to work.”
  
  – Walmart: “Quality goods at low prices, responsible manufacturing, and opportunities for growth. We’re dedicated to excellence in every part of our business.”
Components of a Business Plan

1. Table of Contents
2. Executive Summary
3. Business Description
4. Operations
5. Definition of the Market
6. Organization and Management
7. Financial Management
Business Overview

• Give an overview of your business
  – What products do you produce or what crops do you grow?
  – How do you market what you produce?
  – How big is the business? (How much land do you own/rent and how many employees do you have)

• The idea is to give the reader a general understanding of what your business produces and how you market the products
Business Goals and Objectives

- Business goals should describe what you want from your business
  - **Objectives** are usually long term and reflect what you hope to accomplish over the long run (usually 1-10 years)
    Example:
    - Increase gross income per acre by 3% by Jan. 1, 2014
    - Transfer the family business to the next generation
  - **Goals** are usually specific and clear statements and contain timetables (usually 6-12 months) - **TACTICS**
    Example:
    - Increase average wheat yield to 42 bushels per acre next year
    - Schedule succession planning family meetings by Dec. 31, 2011
Business Goals and Objectives

• For objectives:
  – Remember the SMART method to develop objectives
  – Objectives should be Simple, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Timed
  – Ex: Your business sets the objective to grow annual profits by 5% by the end of the 2012 calendar year
    • Simple – just want to raise annual profits by 5%
    • Measureable – Can measure a 5% increase in annual profits
    • Attainable – This is something the business can attain by making certain choices
    • Relevant – Objective is relevant to the business
    • Timed – Business has given itself a deadline of end of 2012 calendar year to achieve.
Business Goals and Objectives

• For Goals (TACTICS)
  – Goals are the ways we will meet our objectives
  
  – Ex: To meet the objective of growing annual profits by 5% by the end of the 2012 calendar year, the company focuses on reducing production costs within 6 months and increasing new customers by 3% over the next year.
  
  – Again focus on developing goals that are SMART
Business Goals and Objectives

• What to consider when developing your objectives and goals:
  – Keep the SMART method in mind when developing your objectives and goals
  – Consider the primary resource requirements (money, labor, hours, etc.) for each goal and who in the company is responsible for each goal's accomplishment
  – Consider how each goal matches up with other goals and your long-term objectives
Location

• Location
  – Give the locations of your business and whether you own, lease, or both the land used.
  
  – Ex: “Greenway Farms is based in X County but has farmland in X, Y, and Z Counties.”
Facilities and Equipment

• Facilities and Equipment
  – Describe the type, size, and quality of facilities and equipment that your business currently has
    • Do you have livestock facilities to help with your operation?
    • What size of tractor, tillage equipment, and storage facilities do you have for your cropping operation?
    • Do you own any processing equipment or facilities?

  – Ex: “Greenway Farms currently utilizes a 260hp tractor with 1600 gallon sprayer for no-tilling the crops it produces. Greenway also has 10,000 bu in storage, 2 combines and 1 semi with 1000 bu grain trailer to use in harvesting crops.”
Business History

• Describe the history of your business
• When and how did the business start?
• Any important changes that have happened throughout the life of the business?
  – Did you switch from conventional tillage to no-till in crop operations?
  – Did you begin processing and selling your own beef as a value-added business?
• How has your business grown in size, both in terms of facilities, equipment, and sales, over the years.
• Have you eliminated any products
Ownership Structure

• Ownership structure or business entity is a way of organizing your business to limit your own personal liability from claims that might arise from the business and make investment in the business easier.
  – Ex: Your employee is out making deliveries and hits X’s car. X sues the business for the injuries arising out of the accident. By properly using certain business structures you could limit the reach to only business assets and protect your personal assets, such as your home.
  – Ex: You know of someone who is willing to invest $10,000 in your business. You want to be using a business form that allows the investment to be ‘easy’ and also provides liability protection to the investor

• Use of a business entity can have implications on taxes owed, both for the owners and the business
Ownership Structure

• Sole Proprietorship:
  – Majority of all businesses use this structure
  – Simplest business structure and requires nothing to filed with the state to start
  – Cannot be a business involving more than one owner
  – Offers no protections to limit your own personal liability, you and business are not distinguishable in the eyes of the law
  – Does not allow for outside investment besides loans
Ownership Structure

• General Partnership:
  – This is a sole proprietorship with two or more individuals as owners
  – Nothing is required to be filed with the state to create
  – Similar to sole proprietorship, offers no protections to limit personal liability. Each partner is also liable for the actions of the other partners.
  – Does allow for investment but investor would be viewed as partner in business and could lose more than initial investment
    • Ex: You investment $1,000 in my partnership, and we eventually file bankruptcy and owe in excess of $100,000. You have not only lost your initial $1,000 investment but could be forced to pay in excess of $100,000 owed by the partnership
  – Each partner is taxed on the money they receive from the business
  – Not a popular business form
Ownership Structure

- Limited Partnership (LP):
  - LP requires paperwork to be filed with the state in order to produce.
  - Have one general partner who runs the business and is personally liable for the actions of the business. The other partners are limited partners and are only liable up to their investment into the LP. Limited partners have limited control over the business
  - Ex: Again you invest $1,000 in my LP as a Limited Partner and the LP files bankruptcy owing at least $100,000 in debts. You would only lose your $1,000 investment and could not be required to pay back any of the $100,000 owed by the LP
Ownership Structure

• Corporation:
  – Requires paperwork to be filed with the state to create
  – Liability is limited to the investment made by each member, similar to LP
  – Each investor can only lose what they invested into the business, I invest $1,000, I can only lose up to the $1,000 I invested
  – Corporations are subject to taxes on all income generated by the corporation and then is taxed on all dividends, or a share of profits returned to investors based on ownership of the corporation, this is known as “double taxation”
Ownership Structure

• Limited Liability Company (LLC):
  – File paperwork with the state to create
  – Offers the limited liability protections of a corporation, most an investor/member can lose is their initial investment
  – Offers tax benefits of a general partnership, business no longer double taxed and individual members pay taxes on amount received from the LLC

• Remember in finding the right business entity to use for your business, talk to a licensed attorney in your area about your personal situation and needs in order to use the business entity that meets all your needs.
Components of a Business Plan

1. Table of Contents
2. Executive Summary
3. Business Description
4. Operations
5. Definition of the Market
6. Organization and Management
7. Financial Management
8. Implementation Timeline

1. Products
2. Services
3. Production Systems
4. Regulations/Legal Issues
5. Inventory Management/Quality Control
6. Risk Management
7. Customer Service
8. Implementation Timeline
Products

• List out and describe all the products your business sells

• Ex: If you are a farm that specializes in producing beef, tomatoes, and beets, then you would list your products as Beef, Tomatoes, and Beets and describe the products in detail
Services

• Describe the services your business provides
• Do you provide any agritourism opportunities or leased hunting with your business?
• With crops does your business provide any custom farm work, such as spraying or harvesting?
• With livestock does your business provide custom hauling services?
Production Systems

• This is where you describe how your business produces what it produces.

• Discuss how crops are grown and livestock raised

• If you process your own products discuss how that is done

• Discuss how services are delivered
Regulations/Legal Issues

• Discuss any regulations or laws with which your business may be required to comply

• Is your business required to get any permits in order to operate? Discuss those here too

• Remember to pay attention to any specific environmental laws and regulations your business may fall under
Inventory Management/Quality Control

• Discuss how you store the products your business produces and how you maintain the necessary supply of inputs need to produce products.

• For quality control discuss how you ensure delivery of a quality product every time, i.e., training require employees to take and protocols in place to ensure in quality.
Risk Management

• Here discuss all the ways your business tries to minimize risk
• Look at the types of insurance policies the business is currently carrying
  – If crops are being produced and the crops are insurable does the business have crop insurance policies covering them
  – If the crops are non-insurable has the business paid their Noninsured Disaster Assistance Program (NAP) fee paid with the Farm Service Agency
  – If an agritourism service is provided does the business have separate liability insurance coverage for the service
• Price Risk Protections
  – Does the business hedge crops with futures contracts when possible
  – Does the business forward contract any crops or livestock
  – Does the business contract for the delivery of inputs when possible
Customer Service

• Discuss how you provide good customer service to those buying your products
• How do you handle customer feedback and complaints to provide better products and services
• Do you answer all complaints personally or do you have a system in place to ensure that all customers complaints and suggestions are fully considered to make your products and services more consumer friendly
Implementation Timeline

• How will you implement your strategy to improve the company?

• Discuss the timeline for how you envision the company growing based on the strategies you wish to implement

• Setting timelines for implementation will insure that you meet all goals and strategies to grow the company
Components of a Business Plan

1. Table of Contents
2. Executive Summary
3. Business Description
4. Operations
5. Definition of the Market
6. Organization and Management
7. Financial Management

1. Market Trends
2. Customers
3. Marketing Contracts
4. Strategic Partners
5. Pricing
6. Promotion
7. Distribution
8. Market Segments
9. Target Market
10. Competitive Advantage
Market trends

• Are there any marketing trends that could impact your business and how will they impact your business

  – Ex: You are in an area experiencing a large increase in demand for locally grown beef and your business specializes in producing locally grown beef for sell at area farmers’ markets and specialty grocery stores. Your business may be in a prime position to take advantage of this new market trend.
Customers

• Who are your customers?
  – Do you sell primarily to grain elevators or meat packers?
  – Or, do you process your commodity to sell as value-added products to customers?

• Understanding who your customers are will better help your business develop marketing strategies to reach your customers.
Marketing Contracts

• Does your business currently use contracts to supply your products to customers or dealers.
  – How much of your production is under contract?
  
  – Ex: You are currently growing tomatoes and have half the crop under contract with a local grocery store. You would need to deliver half the tomato crop to the local grocery store.

• Look at the terms of the contract and understand them
  – How long is the contract for?
  
  – How much will you be getting paid?
Strategic Partners

• A strategic partner is an alliance between two companies that share resources to achieve a common goal.
• Do you currently have any with your business or are you looking at entering into any strategic partnerships?
• Ex: You partner with a local butcher to provide your locally grown beef in his shop. This provides you a market for your beef and someone with the equipment to process beef. It also provides the butcher with a locally grown product to market towards customers in the area
Pricing

• List how much you charge for each product your business produces
  – Two factors in setting price
    • What is your cost of production?
    • Market price for comparable products

• How do these prices compare to other company’s pricing for similar products?

• Do any of your contracts lock in your price?

• Does your business offer any pricing discounts if buyer buys in volume?

• Do you offer any coupons?
Promotion

• How do you promote your products?
  – Is your business established and do you have an established plan to promote your product?
  – If you are new, do you have a plan to promote your new products and establish them?

• With advertising, what form do you use?
  – Types of media you can use to advertise:
    • TV
    • Radio
    • Newspapers and magazines
    • Direct Mailings
    • Point of Purchase
Market Segments

• Market segmenting is looking at your customers as various groups and marketing the product to the various groups using methods that each group will react to you.

• As business grows will want to consider breaking your customers up by age, rural or urban, income level, gender, and occupation to name a few and developing marketing strategies that work to target your products to each segment.
Target Markets

• If you do use market segmenting to target customers, do you have one market segment that could be considered your primary market, or your main market segment you are trying to reach

• Ex: You raise goats and market directly to consumers. The area you live in has a large Hispanic community. You could look at targeting ads to Hispanic customers by using Spanish language radio and newspaper ads.
Distribution

• Distribution looks at how the business gets its products to the customers.

• Do you distribute through wholesale markets or retail markets?

• Do you use direct marketing, such as a farmers market or roadside stand, to get your product out there?

• What is areas you distribute to?
  – Are your products only available locally? One state? or Multiple states?
Competitive Advantage

• Competitive advantage is looking at how your products and services that set you apart from your competitors.

• Consider how you compete with them, the differences among your products and what sets your product apart from their products?

• Ex: Your vegetable business has worked to train its employees in safety procedures and practices that insure in fewer recalls of your vegetables. While your competitors have not taken these steps. This could be one area that sets your products apart from your competitors if your consumers care about
Components of a Business Plan

1. Table of Contents
2. Executive Summary
3. Business Description
4. Operations
5. Definition of the Market
6. Description of Services and Products
7. Organization and Management
8. Financial Management
Management Team

• The management team is made of the individuals in the business who are responsible for the day-to-day operations
  – Ex: You own and operate a vegetable farm and have three employees who assist in doing the field work. If you make all the day-to-day decisions then you would be the management team
  – Ex: A company such as GE could have numerous members of the management team.
• List each of the members of your management team, their qualifications and their management role
  – Ex: If the business is just you in the management role, list out your qualifications and role. “Fred Farmer has a lifetime of experience in the vegetable industry. He grew up working on his parent’s vegetable farm in Georgia. He received a bachelor's degree in Agribusiness at the University of Georgia and immediately started Fred’s Vegetables near Macon, Georgia. He currently manages 7 employees in various field activities, markets his vegetables, and currently keeps the financial records for the company.”
Personnel Plan

• Here you will list all major jobs done in the business, such as financial planning, marketing, and daily operations, and discuss which employee is responsible for completing each job.

• Personnel plans describe each employee’s job and discuss compensation plans and incentive plans used to recruit and retain employees.

• One thing to consider... if the business is looking at expanding how will this change the personnel plan and will new employees need to be added to the business
Professional Services

• Professional services are those outside professional that the business hires to help with certain aspects of the business

• Examples:
  – Accountants to help with tax preparation and keeping financial statements current.
  – Attorneys
  – Veterinarians
  – Crop consultants

• Discuss each professional service the business is currently using and the type of service that is providing.

• You may also want to discuss the types of professional services that maybe necessary in the future if certain goals are met.
  – Example: If the business were to expand to a certain size it may become necessary to hire an accountant to help with the upkeep of financial records and tax preparation.
Components of a Business Plan

1. Table of Contents
2. Executive Summary
3. Business Description
4. Operations
5. Definition of the Market
6. Description of Services and Products
7. Organization and Management
8. Financial Management

1. Financial Position
2. Historical Performance
3. Financial Projections
4. Capital Requests
Financial Position

• Financial position is based on terms of the business being solvent (able to pay ones debts) or insolvent (unable to pay ones debts)

• The *balance sheet*, or a financial statement showing the assets owned by the business and the debts owed by the business, is a good tool for showing the financial position of the business through the use of financial ratios. (This will be discussed in more detail in the balance sheet presentation)
Historical Performance

• This looks at the profitability of your business over the course of many years.

• The use of an *Income Statement*, a statement showing incomes and costs for the business over a period of time, is useful in looking at historical performance of the business
  
  – There is a need to know if the business has been able to increase profits historically or have profits actually decreased over time
  
  – If you have not done Income Statements in the past then your Schedule F from your tax records will also work
Financial Projections

• Financial projections are putting together projected Income Statements and *Statement of Cash Flows*, a projection of when money will be earned and spent during a specified period and will be discussed in later presentations in more detail.

• These projections allow investors or your bank to see how you plan to operate the business over the coming periods to show if future plans are feasible.
Capital Requests

• A capital request is going to banks or potential investors and asking for the cash necessary to fund future plans for the business.
• This gives a breakdown of all the costs associated with future expansion plans.
• By showing details on what the expansion plans will cost it will give the bank or investors details on why the investment/loan is necessary.
Conclusion

• A business plan is an important part of your business that provides a roadmap of where your business has been, where it is currently, where you plan to take the business into the future.

• Business plans are in depth documents that require a lot of time and work to prepare. Once prepared, the business plan gives you a way to present your business to banks and potential investors for expansion and to meet future goals.

• The business plan is a living document that must be continually updated to portray the most accurate and update-to-date business information possible.
Additional Resources

• North Carolina State University
  – Basic elements of a business plan
    – http://transylvania.ces.ncsu.edu/content/busplanbasics&source=transylvania

• US. Small Business Administration (2009)

• How to write a business plan
  – http://app1.sba.gov/training/sbabp/index.htm

• How to write a business online course

• University of Arkansas. How to start a business
Additional Resources


• University of Arkansas. Net worth statement

• Manage your Risk
  – www.manageyourrisk.net

• FinPack Business Plan

• Samples of business plans
  – http://www.bplans.com/samples/sba.cfm

• The Agriculture, Fisheries and Small Business Website (AgPlan) Free Software
Additional Resources

- Counselor's to America’s Small Business
  - http://www.score.org/index.html

- Small business develop center

- Women’s Business Center

- Ohio State University. Developing a Useful Mission Statement for Your Agricultural Business.
  - Small business development training network
    - http://www.sba.gov/services/training/onlinecourses/index.html